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METHOD FOR MANUFACTURING 
POLYCRYSTALLINE SILICON 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a method for manufactur 

ing polycrystalline silicon, Which is for manufacturing a poly 
crystalline silicon rod by depositing polycrystalline silicon on 
a surface of a heated silicon seed rod. 

Priority is claimed on Japanese Patent Application No. 
2007-307445, ?led Nov. 28, 2007, the content of Which is 
incorporated herein by reference. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
As one of methods for manufacturing polycrystalline sili 

con, there has been knoWn a so-called Siemens method used 
for manufacturing polycrystalline silicon. This method 
includes heating a plurality of silicon seed rods, arranged 
Within a reaction furnace, supplying a raW material gas Which 
is a mixed gas of chlorosilane gas and hydrogen gas into the 
reaction furnace thereby bringing the raW material gas into 
contact With the heated silicon seed rods, and alloWing poly 
crystalline silicon to deposit on surfaces of the silicon seed 
rods by pyrolysis and hydrogen reduction of the raW material 
gas. 

For such a method for manufacturing polycrystalline sili 
con, silicon seed rods Which serve as seed cores are ?xedly 
stood on respective electrodes arranged on an inner bottom 
part of the reaction furnace, With the upper portion of each of 
the silicon seed rods connected to each other by device of a 
short connecting member to thereby form a II shape. A plu 
rality of raW material gas ejection noZZles is dispersively 
arranged betWeen the erected silicon seed rods in the inner 
bottom part of the reaction fumace. When an electric current 
is applied from the electrodes to the silicon seed rods, the 
silicon seed rods are heated due to the resistance. Thus, When 
the raW material gas ejected from the ejection noZZles comes 
into contact With the surfaces of the silicon seed rods, poly 
crystalline silicon is deposited and groWn in a radical direc 
tion to form silicon rods. 

In this connection in the prior art, as disclosed, for 
example, in Japanese Patent No. 3660617, a control is needed 
to keep the rod surface temperature and the supply amount of 
the raW material per unit area of the rod surface in respective 
predetermined ranges until the termination of a deposition 
except for an initial stage of the deposition. In other Words, 
since the surface area of a silicon rod increases With the 
groWth of the silicon rod, the amount of raW material gas to be 
supplied is increased in accordance With the groWth of the 
silicon rod. 

HoWever, When there is a large number of silicon seed rods 
thereby becoming closely packed together, there occurs a 
problem that it may become dif?cult to uniformly supply the 
raW material gas to the surface of the silicon seed rods, Which 
results in undesired shape, such as giving an rough surface to 
silicon rods, and thus loWers the proportion of polycrystalline 
silicon With a smooth surface Which is necessary to be suited 
as a raW material for manufacturing single crystal silicon. As 
disclosed in Japanese Patent No. 3660617, the method of 
merely increasing the amount of raW material gas to be sup 
plied With groWth of silicon rods requires an enhanced supply 
facility and thus groWs in cost. 

In consideration of the above circumstances, an object of 
the present invention is to provide a method for manufactur 
ing polycrystalline silicon, Which alloWs producing a larger 
amount of high quality polycrystalline silicon having smooth 
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2 
surface morphology by effectively preventing a silicon rod 
surface from being malformed. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to an aspect of the present invention, there is 
provided a method for manufacturing polycrystalline silicon, 
in Which a plurality of silicon seed rods erected in a reaction 
furnace is heated and polycrystalline silicon is deposited on 
surfaces of the silicon seed rods by a raW material gas ejected 
from gas ejection ports located in an inner bottom part of the 
reaction furnace, the method including: an initial stabiliZing 
step of deposition Wherein the velocity of ejecting the raW 
material gas from the gas ejection ports is gradually 
increased; a shaping step Wherein ?rst the ejection velocity is 
increased at a rate higher than that in the stabiliZing step and 
then gradually the ejection velocity is increased at a rate loWer 
than the previous increasing rate; and a groWing step Wherein, 
after the shaping step, the ejection velocity is made sloWer 
than that at the end of the shaping step until the end of the 
deposition. 

In the initial stabiliZing step of the deposition, since the 
posture of silicon seed rods is not yet stabiliZed, the ejection 
velocity of the raW material gas is gradually increased at a loW 
rate in order to suppress sWing of the silicon seed rods. As a 
result, silicon is reliably deposited at an interface betWeen 
silicon seed rods and connecting members and spaces 
betWeen silicon seed rods and electrodes Where the interfaces 
are the cause of instability, thereby stabiliZing the posture of 
silicon seed rods. After the stabiliZing step, by once increas 
ing the ejection velocity at a rate higher than that in the 
stabiliZing step, the raW material gas can be suf?ciently sup 
plied to the upper sides of long silicon rods. After once such 
increase of the ejection velocity at a rate higher than that in the 
stabiliZing step, by gradually increasing the gas ejection 
velocity at a rate loWer than the increasing rate by increasing 
the amount of gas supply, fresh raW material gas is suf?ciently 
supplied to the entire surfaces of the silicon rods so that 
corners of the silicon seed rods can be groWn into a round rod 
shape. After the silicon rods are groWn into the round rod 
shape, the ejection velocity is made sloWer than that at the end 
of the shaping step so as to alloW e?icient groWth of silicon 
rods. 

In the method, the duration required for the shaping step 
corresponds to 20 to 3 5% of the total deposition duration from 
the start to end of the deposition. 

If the duration taken for the shaping step is shorter than 
20% of the total deposition duration, since the process pro 
ceeds to the subsequent stage With some cornet of the seed 
shape remained, a proportion of polycrystalline silicon rods 
having smooth surface topography may be reduced. If the 
duration taken for the shaping step is longer than 35% of the 
total deposition duration, the surface temperature of the sili 
con rods is loWered, Which results in hindrance of groWth of 
polycrystalline silicon rods, hence decreasing the yield. 

In the method, a plurality of the gas ejection ports is 
branched from a gas supplying pipe, and in the shaping step, 
the ejection velocity from some gas ejectionports is increased 
by closing other of the gas ports of the plurality of gas ejection 
ports. In this case, in the groWing step, the ejection velocity of 
the raW material gas is decreased by making the number of 
closed gas ejection ports less than that in the shaping step. 

In the method, by controlling the opened/ closed state of the 
gas ejection ports, it is possible to control the ejection velocity 
of the raW material gas Without accompanying a enhanced of 
the existing facility. 
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In the method, in the shaping step, 30% to 55% of the gas 
ejection ports are closed. If the percentage of closed gas 
ejection nozzles is less than 30%, the raW material gas is 
hardly evenly spread up to the upper sides of the long silicon 
rods. If this percentage is more than 55%, the difference in 
temperature betWeen the silicon rod surface adjacent to ej ec 
tion nozzles into Which the gas How in and a silicon rod 
surface adjacent to ejection nozzles into Which the gas does 
not ?oWs inbecomes large. As a result, the silicon rods may be 
damaged by thermal stress applied to the silicon rods. 

In the method, in the groWing step, 10% to 20% of the gas 
ejection ports are closed, If percentage of closed ejection 
nozzles is less than 10%, the ejection velocity of the raW 
material gas is not suf?cient, Which may result in undesired 
shape morphology. If this percentage is more than 20%, the 
ejection velocity of the raW material gas become too high, 
Which may result in inhibition to e?icient groWth of the sili 
con rods. 

In the method, the gas ejection ports to be closed are 
sWitched to the other gas ejection ports thereby sWitching 
betWeen the opened/closed state, at every predetermined 
duration. This is carried out for even ejection of the raW 
material gas Without being biased to certain gas ejection 
ports. 

EFFECTS OF THE INVENTION 

According to the polycrystalline silicon manufacturing 
method of the present invention, by ?rst rapidly increasing 
and then sloWly increasing the ejection velocity of the raW 
material gas after the initial stabilizing step of the deposition, 
the raW material gas can be suf?ciently spread up to the upper 
sides of the long silicon rods and accordingly a fresh raW 
material gas can be suf?ciently supplied over the entire sur 
face, thereby forming silicon rods having uniform surface 
topography. In addition, by decreasing the ejection velocity of 
the raW material gas during the groWing step of the silicon 
rods, the silicon rods can be e?iciently groWn. Furthermore, 
since only the supply of raW material gas is controlled, silicon 
rods can be formed Without changing the scale of existing 
manufacturing apparatuses. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a partial-cut perspective vieW of a bell jar of a 
reaction furnace. 

FIG. 2 is a horizontal cross-sectional vieW of the reaction 
furnace of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a longitudinal-sectional vieW of the reaction fur 
nace of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 is a graph shoWing a change in each step With 
respect to an ejection velocity and a How rate of a raW material 
gas in a method for manufacturing polycrystalline silicon 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 5 is a model diagram shoWing a relation betWeen 
deposition of polycrystalline silicon onto a silicon seed rod 
and a groWing step. 

FIG. 6 is a photograph shoWing a surface condition of 
deposition of polycrystalline silicon 

FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional vieW around a central part of a 
reaction fumace, Which shoWs control of opened/closed of 
ejection nozzle valves in a stabilizing step. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Hereinafter, a method for manufacturing polycrystalline 
silicon according to embodiments of the present invention 
Will be described With reference to the accompanying draW 
ings. 
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4 
FIG. 1 shoWs the entire con?guration of an apparatus used 

for manufacturing polycrystalline silicon in accordance With 
an embodiment of the present invention. As shoWn, a reaction 
furnace 1 of the polycrystalline silicon manufacturing appa 
ratus includes a bottom plate 2 as a fumace bottom, and a 
hanging bell-like bell jar 3 detachably mounted on the bottom 
plate 2. 
As shoWn in FIG. 1, on the bottom plate 2, a plurality of 

pairs of electrodes 5 mounted With silicon seed rods 4 becom 
ing polycrystalline silicon cores, a plurality of ejection 
nozzles 6 for ejecting a raW material gas including a chlorosi 
lane gas and a hydrogen gas into the reaction furnace, and a 
plurality of gas discharging ports 7 for discharging a reacted 
gas out of the reaction fumace are provided. 
The plurality of ejection nozzles 6 of the raW material gas 

is arranged throughout the upper side of the bottom plate 2 of 
the reaction fumace 1 With appropriate intervals so that the 
raW material can be evenly supplied to the silicon seed rods 4. 
These ejection nozzles 6 are each connected to one gas sup 
plying pipe 9 via respective gas distribution pipes 10. The gas 
supplying pipe 9 is connected With a raW material gas sup 
plying source 8 provided outside the reaction furnace 1. The 
plurality of gas discharging ports 7 are arranged With appro 
priate intervals on the area neighboring the circumference of 
the bottom plate 2 and are connected to an exhaust gas pro 
cessing system 11. 

In this case, as shoWn in FIG. 3, as the ejection nozzles 6 
project from the upper side of the bottom plate 2 (the bottom 
side of the reaction fumace 1), gas ejection ports 6a of leading 
ends of the ejection nozzles are located apart from the upper 
surface of the bottom plate 2 by a certain height, On the other 
hand, the gas discharging ports 7 are disposed at a position 
loWer than the gas ejection ports 6A of the ejection nozzles 6. 
The electrodes 5 are composed of cylinder-shaped carbon. 

The electrodes 5 are substantially concentrically arranged on 
the bottom plate 2 With predetermined intervals and are ver 
tically erected on the bottom plate 2. In addition, the electrode 
5 have respective ports (not shoWn) formed along their 
respective axes. The loWer ends of the silicon seed rods 4 are 
respectively inserted in the ports. In the example shoWn in 
FIG. 3, the electrodes 5 have substantially the same height as 
the ejection nozzles 6. 

In addition, With the loWer ends of the silicon seed rods 4 
inserted in the electrodes 5, the silicon seed rods 4 are erected 
With upWard extension, as shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 3. The upper 
ends of a pair of silicon seed rods 4 are connected to each 
other by one short connecting member 12. The connecting 
member 12 is made of the same silicon as the silicon seed rods 
4. The pair of silicon seed rods 4 and the connecting member 
12 form a II-shaped seed assembly 13. 
As shoWn in FIG. 2, as the electrodes 5 are concentrically 

arranged in the reaction furnace 1, seed assemblies 13 are also 
concentrically arranged as a Whole. HoWever, all of the seed 
assemblies 13 are not necessarily concentrically arranged, but 
the silicon seed rods 4 of some of the seed assemblies 13 may, 
for example, be arranged in a radial direction. 

In addition, although not shoWn in FIG. 1, a heating device 
15 is provided at the center of the reaction fumace 1, as shoWn 
in FIGS. 2 and 3. In this embodiment, the heating device 15 
includes a rod-like carbon heater 1 6 erected With a II shape on 
an electrode 5 on the bottom plate 2 and is set at about the 
same height as the silicon seed rods 4 so that the overall length 
of silicon seed rods 4 can be irradiated With radiation heat. 

In addition, valves 21 to opened/closed internal pipelines 
are provided on respective gas distribution pipes 10. A valve 
control device 22 to control opened/closed of the valves 21 is 
connected to the valves 21. The valve control device 22 con 
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trols the raW material gas ejection by opening/ closing the 
valves 21. However, in addition to control of the opened/ 
closed of all of the valves 21 in start and end of deposition, the 
valve control device 22 can control the ejection velocity from 
the ejection ports 6A by controlling the opened/closed of each 
of the valves 21 for the gas distribution pipes 10 of the ejec 
tion noZZles 6 in an initial stabilizing step after the start of the 
deposition, a shaping step after the stabiliZing, and a groWing 
step until the end of the deposition after the shaping step, 
Which Will be described later. In FIG. 1, a numeral 23 refers to 
a raW material gas control device Which is to control the 
pressure and How rate of the raW material gas supplied from 
the raW material gas supplying source 8. 
When polycrystalline silicon is manufactured using the 

above-constructed apparatus, the heating device 15 and the 
silicon seed rods 4 are ?rst heated by applying an electric 
current to the electrodes 5 connected to the heating device 15, 
Which is arranged at the center of the reaction fumace 1, and 
the silicon seed rods 4. At this duration, since the heating 
device 15 is composed of the carbon heater 16, the heating 
device 15 is heated earlier than the silicon seed rods 4, and 
radiation from the carbon heater 16 is transferred to the sili 
con seed rods 4 located at the innermost circumference 
thereby heating the rods from the surface. When the tempera 
ture of the silicon seed rods 4 having high resistance at normal 
temperature is increased, their resistivity is decreased. This 
alloWs the silicon seed rods 4 to be put into a conduction state 
and hence to be heated by a current applied from their respec 
tive electrodes 5. The heat from the silicon seed rods 4 is 
transferred to other neighboring silicon seed rods 4 for heat 
ing them. Such a heat transfer effect propagates in turn in a 
radial direction of the reaction furnace 1, and accordingly, all 
the silicon seed rods 4 in the reaction furnace 1 become 
conductive and are heated. When the temperature of the sili 
con seed rods 4 increases up to a decomposition temperature 
of the raW material gas, the raW material gas ejected from the 
ejection noZZles 6 alloWs the deposition of polycrystalline 
silicon on the surfaces of the silicon seed rods 4. The depos 
ited polycrystalline silicon is diametrically groWn to be a 
silicon rod. 

With the groWth of the silicon rod, the opened/closed of the 
valves 21 is controlled for each of the above-mentioned three 
steps so that the ejection velocity from the ejection noZZles 6 
can be controlled. FIG. 4 is a graph shoWing a change in each 
step With respect to an ejection velocity V and a How rate Q of 
the raW material gas from the ejection noZZles 6, Where the 
horiZontal axis represents duration and A, B and C represent 
a stabiliZing step, a shaping step and a groWing step, respec 
tively. FIG. 5 is a model diagram shoWing a relation betWeen 
the deposition of polycrystalline silicon onto the silicon seed 
rod 4 and the groWth step. Also in FIGS. 5, A, B and C 
represent a stabiliZing step, a shaping step and a groWing step, 
respectively. A control method for each step Will be described 
beloW. 

A. Stabilizing Step (First Step) 
In the initial stabiliZing step of the deposition, ejection 

noZZles 6 located in the innermost and those second to the 
circumference of the reaction furnace 1, preferably, ejection 
noZZles 6 of 5 to 15% of the total number of ejection noZZles 
in the reaction furnace 1, are selected, and the valves 21 of the 
gas distribution pipes 9 connected to the selected ejection 
noZZles 6 are controlled to be closed. It is preferable that the 
ejection noZZles 6 are evenly selected so that both the tWo 
adjacent ejection noZZles on the same circumference are not 
closed at the same duration. After the valves 21 of the selected 
ejection noZZles 6 are closed for a predetermined period of 
duration, other ejection noZZles 6 are selected and sWitched 
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6 
betWeen opened/closed of the valves 21. Likewise, this depo 
sition is controlled to be repeated for a predetermined period 
of duration. The sWitching of the opened/ closed of the valves 
21 is automatically performed by a computer. 

In this stabiliZing step, as shoWn in FIG. 4, as the How rate 
Q increases, the ejection velocity V gradually increases from 
‘a’ to ‘b’. In this case, the ejection velocity V is an average 
initial velocity in the gas ejection ports 6A of the ejection 
noZZles 6 having a tube shape. 

For example, the ejection velocity from the gas ejection 
ports 6A is 15 m/sec at a point ‘a’ and 40 n/sec at a point ‘b’ 
in FIG. 4. 
The control in this stabiliZing step is for giving a smooth 

gas ?oW by stopping the gas ejection from a part of ejection 
noZZles 6 and guiding a descending How to the portion While 
some of the ascending ?oW ejected from the ejection noZZles 
6 in the inner bottom portion of the reaction fumace 1 
becomes the descending ?oW by collision With the ceiling of 
the bell jar 3, Which interferes With the ascending ?oW, 
thereby dispersing the gas ?oW, Which may result in shake and 
damage of the silicon seed rods 4. During the step, polycrys 
talline silicon is deposited on the silicon seed rods 4 inserted 
in the electrodes 5 and is adhered near around the insertion 
portion of the silicon seed rods 4 in the electrodes 5, thereby 
stabiliZing the posture of the silicon seed rods 4. It takes about 
one day to stabiliZe the posture of the silicon seed rods 4. 
Thereafter, the process proceeds to the next step. If the cross 
section of the silicon seed rods 4 is a rectangular shape as 
shoWn in FIG. 5A, as a reference of the end of the stabiliZing 
step, polycrystalline silicon S is deposited With a diagonal 
length L Which is tWo to three durations larger than a diagonal 
length d in the rectangular cross section of the silicon seed 
rods 4, as shoWn by a cross section in FIG. 5B. 

B. Shaping Step (Second Step) 
Next, in the shaping step, after the ejection velocity from 

the ejection noZZles 6 is once increased at a rate higher than 
that in the stabiliZing step as indicated by B1, the ejection 
velocity is controlled to be gradually increased at the same 
rate as in the stabiliZing step (as indicated by B2). Speci? 
cally, the valves 21 of ejection noZZles 6 of the number cor 
responding to 30% to 55% of the total number of ejection 
noZZles amongst the ejection noZZles 6 distributed in the inner 
bottom portion of the reaction furnace 1 are controlled to be 
closed for a predetermined period of duration. Since these 
ejection noZZles 6 are branched from the gas supplying pipe 9, 
When the valves 21 of the ejection noZZles 6 are closed, the 
ejection velocity from other opened ejection noZZles 6 is 
increased. Thereafter, the How rate is increased With the 
increase of this ejection velocity (B2 in FIG. 4). 

For example, the ejection velocity from the gas ejection 
ports 6A becomes 60 m/sec at a point ‘c’ and 120 m/sec at a 
point ‘d’ as in FIG. 4, and the duration from the point ‘b’, 
Which is the end point of the stabiliZing step, to the point ‘c’ 
becomes one hour or so. 

In this shaping step, the ejection noZZles are evenly 
selected so that the closed ejection noZZles 6 are not biased to 
a particular position. In this case, the closed ejection noZZles 
6 are sWitched to other ejection noZZles 6 for predetermined 
duration. 

This shaping step is a step in Which a corner E (see a section 
in FIG. 5B) of the polycrystalline silicon S becomes round at 
a comer of the silicon seed rod 4 having a rectangular cross 
section by going through the stabiliZing step, thereby forming 
a round rod as shoWn by a section in FIG. 5C. As a reference 
of the end of this shaping step, the polycrystalline silicon S is 
deposited With an outer diameter D Which is six to ten dura 
tions the diagonal length d of the silicon seed rod 4. 
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Whether or not the polycrystalline silicon S deposited on 
the silicon seed rod 4 has a round rod shape has a great effect 
on the surface topography of the silicon rod. Accordingly, the 
important thing is to supply the raW material gas evenly to the 
surface of the silicon seed rods, Therefore, by increasing the 
ejection velocity from the ejection noZZles 6 and hence 
increasing the How rate of the raW material gas at the surface 
of the silicon rod, it is possible to suf?ciently spread the raW 
material gas up to the upper side of the long silicon rod. In this 
case, since the silicon seed rods 4 have been strongly adhered 
to the electrodes 5 in the previous stabiliZing step, the stable 
posture of the silicon seed rods 4 can be maintained even With 
the increase of the gas. 

This control is performed for 20 to 35% of the overall 
deposition duration While sWitching the closed ejection 
noZZles 6 for a predetermined period of duration. For 
example, the control is automatically performed by a com 
puter While sWitching a plurality of position patterns of the 
closed ejection noZZles 6. In addition, as indicated by a 
dashed line in FIG. 4, although the How rate of the raW 
material gas is increased With an increase of the diameter of 
the silicon rod, the How rate is controlled to be constant in the 
second half of the shaping step and accordingly the ejection 
velocity becomes constant, as shoWn by B3 in FIG. 4. 

If the duration taken for the shaping step is shorter than 
20% of the overall deposition duration, since the process 
proceeds to the subsequent step With some angled seed shape 
left, the percentage of polycrystalline silicon rods having 
smooth surface topography may be loWered. If duration taken 
for the shaping step is longer than 35% of the overall depo 
sition duration, the surface temperature of the silicon rods is 
loWered, Which results in hindrance of growth of polycrystal 
line silicon rods and hence decrease of the yield. 

If the percentage of the ejection noZZles in the closed state 
is less than 30%, the raW material gas is not evenly supplied to 
the upper side of the long silicon rod. If this percentage is 
more than 55%, the difference in temperature betWeen the 
silicon rod surface adjacent to the ejection noZZles into Which 
the gas ?oWs and the silicon rod surface adjacent to the 
ejection noZZles into Which the gas does not How becomes 
large. As a result, the silicon rod may be damaged by thermal 
stress applied to the silicon rod. 

C. GroWing Step (Third Step) 
After the silicon rod has the round rod shape through the 

shaping step, the number of closed ejection noZZles 6 is 
reduced to 10% to 20% of the total number of ej ection noZZles 
and the position of the closed ejection noZZles 6 is controlled 
to be sWitched for a predetermined period of duration. This 
control alloWs decrease of the ejection velocity, as shoWn by 
C1 in FIG. 4. For example, the ejection velocity becomes 120 
m/ sec at a point ‘e’, Which is the end point of the shaping step, 
and 90 m/sec at a point ‘f’ in FIG. 4. Since the How rate 
remains constant after the second half of the shaping step, 
once the ejection velocity is decreased, and continues the 
decreased ejection velocity, as shoWn by C2 in FIG. 4. The 
surface temperature of silicon rod is reached 900~1100 
degrees Celsius. In contrast, the temperature of raW material 
gas from the ejection noZZle 6 is reached about 100 degrees 
Celsius. Therefore, the control in this groWing step is for 
suppressing sensible heat by the raW material gas by decreas 
ing the ejection velocity, and e?iciently using thermal energy 
of the silicon rod surface obtained by Joule heating to groW 
the silicon rod. 

If the percentage of the ejection noZZles 6 in the closed state 
is less than 10%, the ejection velocity of the raW material gas 
is not suf?cient, Which may result in undesired shape mor 
phology. If this percentage is more than 20%, the ejection 
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8 
velocity of the raW material gas become too high, therefore it 
may result in hindrance to ef?cient groWth of the silicon rod. 

Here, the predetermined period of duration is preferably 10 
minutes to 60 minutes. If the predetermined period of dura 
tion is less than 10 minutes, the How of the raW material gas 
Within the reaction furnace 1 cannot be stabiliZed. In addition, 
since the number of durations of opened/ closed of the valves 
21 is increased, deterioration of the valves 21 may be accel 
erated, Which may result in a reduction of the lifetime of the 
valves. If the predetermined period of duration is more than 
60 minutes, the raW material gas cannot be suf?ciently sup 
plied to the surfaces of the silicon seed rods 4 adjacent to the 
ejection noZZles 6 connected to the closed valves 21, Which 
results in adverse effects on of crystal groWth and formation 
of good surface morphology. 

In this case, the detailed position of the closed ejection 
noZZles 6 is selected With reference to ?nal conditions of 
silicon rod in previous reaction batch or conditions on silicon 
rods vieWed through a sight glass (not shoWn) of the reaction 
furnace. The control of this groWing step is performed until 
the end of deposition after the shaping step. 
As described above, by controlling the ejection velocity of 

the raW material gas from the ejection noZZles 6 With the 
deposition duration of the silicon rod, While supplying the 
raW material gas With the initial relatively sloW increase of the 
ejection velocity, the How of the gas in the middle portion of 
the reaction fumace 1 is particularly controlled to deposit 
polycrystalline silicon on the silicon seed rods 4 and stabiliZe 
the posture of the silicon rods. Thereafter, by once rapid 
increasing and then sloWly increasing the ejection velocity of 
the raW material gas from the ejection noZZles 6 to suf?ciently 
supply fresh raW material gas to the surface and upper side of 
the silicon rod, the silicon seed rods are changed from an 
angled shape to an round shape. Lastly, the ejection velocity 
is limited in order to accelerate e?icient groWth of the silicon 
rod. Such an ejection velocity control alloWs e?icient shaping 
of high quality silicon rods having smooth surface topogra 
phy. In addition, since the valves 21 connected to the ejection 
noZZles 6 are merely controlled, silicon rods can be formed 
Without enhancement of existing facilities. 

The folloWing test Was made for determining the above 
described effects. 

In this test, a reaction fumace having 45 gas supplying 
ports Was used and deposition of polycrystalline silicon Was 
carried out for 118 hours under controls of each of the 
examples and the comparative example shoWn in Table 1. 
Weights (1) of the deposited polycrystalline silicon, percent 
ages (2) of smoothness of rod-shaped polycrystalline silicon, 
and yields ((1)><(2)) of smooth surfaces Were compared. As 
shoWn by FIG. 6 of a photograph shoWing a surface condition 
of deposition of polycrystalline silicon, the smooth surface 
refers to a surface condition in Which bottoms F of concave 
portions in unevenness of the rod-shaped polycrystalline sili 
con surfaces can be clearly recogniZed and no gaps can be 
observed When vieWed from the surfaces in FIG. 6A, or a 
surface condition in Which the bottoms of concave portions 
cannot be clearly recogniZed and the surfaces have no inde 
pendent grains although gaps G can be observed in FIG. 6B. 
Undesired shape morphology refers to a condition Where the 
surfaces have independent grains H When vieWed from the 
surfaces in FIG. 6C. 

Controlling items for each step are as folloWs. 
A. StabiliZing Step 
A control in this stabiliZing step is common to the examples 

and the comparative example. Immediately after the start of 
the reaction, among concentrically arranged gas ejection 
ports 6A, ?ve gas ejection ports 6A are selected from gas 
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ejection ports 6A located in the innermost (X) and next (Y) 
circumferences Without being biased to particular positions, 
as indicated by black circle in FIG. 7A, and valves 21 of the 
gas supplying pipe 10 connected to the selected gas ejection 
ports 6A are closed. In FIG. 7A, ejection noZZles 6 With 
valves 21 opened are denoted by White circle and ejection 
noZZles 6 With valves 21 closed are denoted by black circle. 
The state shoWn in FIG. 7A is maintained for the 20 minutes. 
After the 20 minutes, ?ve gas ejection ports 6A are selected 
from the gas ejection ports 6A located in the innermost (X) 
and next (Y) circumferences With the valves opened in FIG. 
7A, as shoWn in FIG. 7B in Which positions of black circle are 
exchanged With positions of White circle, and While the valves 
21 of the gas supplying pipes 10 connected to the selected gas 
ejection ports 6A are put in the closed state, and the valves 21, 
Which have been closed until noW, become opened for 20 
minutes. This operation is repeated for 24 hours. 

B. Shaping Step 
This shaping step exchanges among ?ve kinds of controls 

including “Control Example l” to “Control Example 5.” 

CONTROL EXAMPLE 1 

Sixteen gas ejection ports 6A are selected among the con 
centrically arranged gas ejection ports 6A Without being 
biased to particular positions, and valves 21 of the gas sup 
plying pipe 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A 
are closed. This state is maintained for the 20 minutes. After 
20 minutes, sixteen gas ejection ports 6A in an opened state 
are selected, and While the valves 21 of the gas supplying 
pipes 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A are 
put in the closed state, the valves 21, Which have been closed 
until noW, become opened for 20 minutes. This operation is 
repeated for 34 hours. 

CONTROL EXAMPLE 2 

Sixteen gas ejection ports 6A are selected among the con 
centrically arranged gas ejection ports 6A Without being 
biased to particular positions, and valves 21 of the gas sup 
plying pipe 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A 
are closed. This state is maintained for the 20 minutes. After 
the 20 minutes, sixteen gas ejection ports 6A in an opened 
state are selected, and While the valves 21 of the gas supplying 
pipes 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A are 
put in the closed state, the valves 21, Which have been closed 
until noW, become opened for 20 minutes. This operation is 
repeated for 20 hours. The overall operation duration of 
“Control Example 2” is shorter than that of “Control Example 
1.” 

CONTROL EXAMPLE 3 

Sixteen gas ejection ports 6A are selected among the con 
centrically arranged gas ejection ports 6A Without being 
biased to particular positions, and valves 21 of the gas sup 
plying pipe 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A 
are closed. This state is maintained for 20 minutes. After the 
20 minutes, sixteen gas ejection ports 6A in an opened state 
are selected, and While the valves 21 of the gas supplying 
pipes 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A are 
put in the closed state, the valves 21, Which have been closed 
until noW, become opened for 20 minutes. This operation is 
repeated for 45 hours. The overall operation duration of 
“Control Example 3” is longer than that of “Control Example 
1.” 
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CONTROL EXAMPLE 4 

TWelve gas ejection ports 6A are selected among the con 
centrically arranged gas ejection ports 6A Without being 
biased to particular positions, and valves 21 of the gas sup 
plying pipe 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A 
are closed. This state is maintained for 20 minutes. After the 
20 minutes, tWelve gas ejection ports 6A in an opened state 
are selected, and While the valves 21 of the gas supplying 
pipes 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A are 
put in the closed state, the valves 21, Which have been closed 
until noW, become opened for 20 minutes. This operation is 
repeated for 34 hours. The number of closed simultaneously 
gas ejection ports 6A of “Control Example 4” is smaller than 
that of “Control Example 1.” 

CONTROL EXAMPLE 5 

TWenty seven gas ejection ports 6A are selected among the 
concentrically arranged gas ejection ports 6A Without being 
biased to particular positions, and valves 21 of the gas sup 
plying pipe 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A 
are closed. This state is maintained for 20 minutes. After the 
20 minutes, tWenty seven gas ejection ports 6A in an opened 
state are selected, and While the valves 21 of the gas supplying 
pipes 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A are 
put in the closed state, the valves 21, Which have been closed 
until noW, become opened for 20 minutes. This operation is 
repeated for 34 hours. The number of closed simultaneously 
gas ejection ports 6A of “Control Example 5” is larger than 
that of “Control Example 1.” 

C. GroWing Step 
This groWing step exchanges among three kinds of controls 

including “Control Example 6” to “Control Example 8.” 

CONTROL EXAMPLE 6 

Eight gas ejection ports 6A are selected among the concen 
trically arranged gas ejection ports 6A Without being biased 
to particularpositions, and valves 21 of the gas supplying pipe 
10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A are closed. 
This state is maintained for 20 minutes. After the 20 minutes, 
eight gas ejectionports 6A in an opened state are selected, and 
While the valves 21 of the gas supplying pipes 10 connected to 
the selected gas ejection ports 6A are put in the closed state, 
the valves 21, Which have been closed until noW, become 
opened for 20 minutes. This operation is repeated until the 
end of the deposition process. 

CONTROL EXAMPLE 7 

Four gas ejection ports 6A are selected among the concen 
trically arranged gas ejection ports 6A Without being biased 
to particularpositions, and valves 21 of the gas supplying pipe 
10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A are closed. 
This state is maintained for 20 minutes. After the 20 minutes, 
four gas ejection ports 6A in an opened state are selected, and 
While the valves 21 of the gas supplying pipes 10 connected to 
the selected gas ejection ports 6A are put in the closed state, 
the valves 21, Which have been closed until noW, becomes 
opened for 20 minutes. This operation is repeated until end of 
deposition process. The number of closed simultaneously gas 
ejection ports 6A of “Control Example 7” is smaller than that 
of “Control Example 6.” 

CONTROL EXAMPLE 8 

TWelve gas ejection ports 6A are selected among the con 
centrically arranged gas ejection ports 6A Without being 
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biased to particular positions, and valves 21 of the gas sup 
plying pipe 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A 
are closed. This state is maintained for 20 minutes. After the 
20 minutes, tWelve gas ejection ports 6A in an opened state 
are selected, and While the valves 21 of the gas supplying 
pipes 10 connected to the selected gas ejection ports 6A are 
put in the closed state, the valves 21, Which have been closed 
until noW, become opened for 20 minutes. This operation is 
repeated until the end of the deposition process. The number 

12 
Although it has been illustrated in the above embodiments 

that the gas ejection ports 6A are concentrically arranged, 
Without being limited to the concentric arranged, they may be 
arranged in any manner as long as they are uniformly dis 
persed at the inner bottom portion of the reaction furnace 1. 
The detailed con?guration of the embodiments can be modi 
?ed in various Ways Without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the present invention. For example, although it has 
been illustrated in the embodiments that the cross section of 

of closed simultaneously gas ejection ports 6A of “Control 10 silicon seedrods is rectangular, the silicon seed rods may have 
Example 8” is larger than that of “Control Example 6.” other cross sectional shapes including a round rod shape. 

In addition, for the comparative example, polycrystalline In addition, in the shaping step, although it has been illus 
silicon Was formed With no valve control after the stabiliZing trated in the above embodiments that after increase of the 
step and under the same ?oW rate control as the example ejection velocity at a rate higher than that in the stabiliZing 
shoWn in FIG. 4. step as shoWn in B1 of FIG. 4, the ejection velocity is 

TABLE 1 

Comparative 
Example. A Example. B Example. C Example. D Example. E Example. F Example. G Example 

Valve Stabilizing Common 
Control step 

Shaping step Control Control Control Control Control Control Control None 
Example. 1 Example. 2 Example. 3 Example. 4 Example. 5 Example. 1 Example. 1 

Growing step Control Control Control Control Control Control Control None 
Example. 6 Example. 6 Example. 6 Example. 6 Example. 6 Example. 7 Example. 8 

Weight ofDeposition 5,010 5,207 4,296 5,142 4,663 5,061 4,725 5,341 
(1) (kg) 

Percentage of smooth 72 64 78 67 76 68 74 54 
surface (2) (%) 
(1) X (2) (kg) 3,607 3,332 3,351 3,445 3,544 3,441 3,497 2,884 

For the controls in the above table, When silicon rods Were 
formed according to the conventional method With no valve 
control after the stabiliZing, the Weight of deposition Was 
5,341 kg and the percentage of smooth surface Was 54%. It 
can be seen from the table that the examples shoW a higher 
percentage of smooth surface and higher quality than the 
conventional method. 

For Example B, concave portions do not disappear since 
the duration of the shaping step is short, and the percentage of 
smooth surface is loWered due to undesired shape morphol 
ogy With the concave portions as starting points. 

For Example C, although the yield of smooth surface is 
someWhat loW, the yield is higher than comparative example. 
In addition, since the duration of the shaping step is long, it 
takes a long duration to generate a temperature distribution 
betWeen a location Where a gas ?oWs and a location Where a 

gas does not How, Which results in damage to silicon rods due 
to the temperature distributions and hence stoppage of depo 
sition. 

For Example D, since the number of opened valves’ in the 
shaping step is large the raW material gas cannot be sul? 
ciently supplied to the upper side of silicon rods, Which 
results in undesired shape morphology. 

For Example E, since the number of opened valves in the 
shaping step is small, and the gas ?oW rate is high, surfaces of 
silicon rods become cooled, Which results in hindrance to 
groWth of silicon rods. 

For Example F, since the number of opened valves in the 
groWing step is large the raW material gas cannot be sul? 
ciently supplied to the upper side of silicon rods, Which 
results in undesired shape morphology. 

For Example G, since the number of opened valves in the 
groWing step is small, and the gas ?oW rate is high, surfaces of 
silicon rods become cooled, Which results in hindrance to 
groWth of silicon rods. 
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increased at the same increasing rate of the stabilizing step 
shoWn in B2, Without being limited to the same increasing 
rate of the stabiliZing step, the ejection velocity may be 
increased at a rate loWer than the increasing rate of B1. 

While preferred embodiments of the present invention 
have been described and illustrated above, it should be under 
stood that these are exemplary of the present invention and are 
not to be considered as limiting. Additions, omissions, sub 
stitutions, and other modi?cations can be made Without 
departing from the spirit or scope of the present invention. 
Accordingly, the invention is not to be considered as being 
limited by the foregoing description, and is only limited by 
the scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for manufacturing polycrystalline silicon, in 

Which a plurality of silicon seed rods stood in a reaction 
furnace is heated and polycrystalline silicon is deposited on 
surfaces of the silicon seed rods by a raW material gas ejected 
from gas ejection ports located in an inner bottom part of the 
reaction fumace, the method comprising: 

a stabiliZing step of deposition Wherein a velocity of eject 
ing the raW material gas from the gas ejection ports is 
gradually increased in a ?rst stage of the deposition of 
the polycrystalline silicon; 

a shaping step Wherein ?rst the ejection velocity is 
increased at an increasing rate higher than that in the 
stabiliZing step and then the ejection velocity is gradu 
ally increased at a rate loWer than the increasing rate; and 

a groWing step Wherein, after the shaping step, the ejection 
velocity is made sloWer than that at the end of the shap 
ing step. 

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the duration 
required for the shaping step corresponds to 20 to 35% of the 
total duration of the deposition of the polycrystalline silicon. 

3. The method according to claim 1, Wherein a plurality of 
the gas ejection ports is branched from a gas supplying pipe, 
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and in the shaping step, an ejection Velocity from a part of gas 
ejection ports is increased by closing the other of the plurality 
of gas ejection ports. 

4. The method according to claim 3, Wherein, in the shap 
ing step, 30% to 55% of the gas ejection ports are closed. 

5. The method according to claim 3, Wherein, in the groW 
ing step, the Velocity of ejecting the raW material gas is 
decreased by making the number of closed gas ejection ports 
less than that in the shaping step. 

14 
6. The method according to claim 5, Wherein, in the groW 

ing step, 10% to 20% of the gas ejection ports are closed. 
7. The method according to any one of claim 3, Wherein the 

gas ejection ports to be closed are sWitched to the other gas 
ejection ports, thereby sWitching betWeen an opened/closed 
state, at every predetermined duration. 


